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The year opened with the grief and uncertainty of the pandemic. We knew very little

about the disease, its course or treatment and we had little hope of universal

immunisation in the near future. The pall of gloom and the feeling of helplessness were

inescapable. Relief services were desperately needed but they were beyond our

capabilities so the Prajnya team responded as we best do: with an invitation to

creativity, by honouring women in health services and by curating and compiling insights

from our expert partners.

At a time when we could not see past the fast-spreading pandemic, When Dawn Breaks

invited imaginations of a post-pandemic utopia. Healthcare Heroes, a Prajnya Archives

call, urged people to remember and share memories of those in their families who had

taken care of others--as doctors, nurses or caregivers. The booklet, Reflections on

Resilience, compiled the views of five senior disaster mitigation practitioners. 

In the last year, Prajnya has built on our core strengths--curating and communicating

knowledge and taking a long-term view on matters that are pressing today. As a small,

mostly volunteer team, we have always worked remotely. We were able to put our

strengths to good use through what has ended up being our most intensely busy year. 

Having to go completely digital turned out to be a blessing for us. In a year when other

causes (PPE, food, oxygen cylinders) were far more critical than our work, fundraising

was not very successful. The low cost of digital programmes (no venue, no transport, no

refreshments) meant we could still do our work, and this included online training

sessions. 

Going digital also allowed us to invite resource persons and speakers from well beyond

Chennai. This enriched all our programmes immeasurably, including the newly re-cast

Prajnya Gender Talks (earlier, Women’s History Roundtable Series). We had speakers

from around and beyond India, but we also continued to do programmes in Tamil, truly

reflecting our local-global founding vision. 

Take a look at what we managed to do last year, and I will ask you to please continue

to support our work, as you have done. We also need your help to stabilise our financial

situation. Your donations are invaluable but so is your effort to amplify our work to your

network, either asking for donations on our behalf or helping us do paid training work.

We count on you!

Letter from the Managing Trustee

Swarna Rajagopalan



The Prajnya Gender Talks (formerly, Women’s History Roundtable Series)

Prajnya Resource Centre 

for Women in Politics and Policy

 

POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

Going digital has enabled us to open some of our in-person programmes to a much wider

audience. Having conversations on a wide range of topics were accomplished speakers from

across India and beyond. 

August 8, 2020: Radhika Radhakrishnan, Surveillance during COVID-19 and Women

September 12, 2020: Christina Furtado, Engaging Men and Boys in the Conversation on

Gender Justice 

October 10, 2020: Priya Pillai, Addressing Impunity in International Law: SGBV and

Conflict

December 12, 2020: Anuradha Kapoor, the Swayam Journey: a 25-year celebration

February 13, 2021: Inshah Malik, Women, Agency and Resistance

March 13, 2021: Manjima Bhattacharjya, the Body as Resource

The Prajnya Gender Talks playlist can be viewed here.

Agamum Puramum
In May 2020, we launched a new podcast interview series in Tamil

with activists and academics working in the area of gender equality.

From May to August 2020: six interviews were conducted. Tune in to

the podcasts here.

Reflections on Resilience 

In 2016, Prajnya’s first Saakshi Fellow Linda Racioppi and Swarna

Rajagopalan published a volume of essays by experienced

practitioners and academics, “Women and Disasters in South Asia:

Survival, Security and Development”. 

As the pandemic began to surge across the globe, Prajnya invited

Indian contributors to the volume to share their insights in the context

of the COVID pandemic. The result, a rich collection of reflections on

resilience—where it is absent, how it is being sustained and what it

will take—that they thoughtfully wrote.

This was curated in partnership with the All India Disaster Mitigation

Institute, Avoidable Deaths Network, Megh Pyne Abhiyan and

Swayam Shikshan Prayog.

Read the essays here.

https://www.youtube.com/user/gritprajnya/playlists
https://soundcloud.com/user-467798324/sets/agamum-puramum?fbclid=IwAR1zJ6RHxw_BBy9N8H06tisF2a1niqlRMKgWGrKwvEEMDlo5kzeUU08LDJ4
http://prajnya.in/storage/app/media/resilience.pdf


Gender Implications of COVID-19 Pandemic and Challenges for Community Interventions

COVID-19 The New Normal: Militarization and Women’s New Agenda in India 

The Covid-19 Camouflage by Dr Ritu Dewan.

Women and Water: Challenges ahead amid COVID-19 by Dr. Ruchi Shree. 

Protecting women’s land rights in the times of a pandemic by Dr. Girija Godbole.

Impact of COVID -19 Lockdown on Women with Disabilities in India by Dr. Asha Hans. 

Dealing with domestic violence during a pandemic by Swetha Shankar.

Invest in women, now! by Suneeta Dhar.

Pandemic Threatens Jobs and Hard-Won Rights of Women in Media by Divya

Chandrababu and Durga Nandini.

Sustaining gender ratio in the workplace by Sairee Chahal. 

The Power of Solidarity: Women in Kashmir in Pandemic Times by Dr. Sehar Iqbal.

The Lawless World of Women’s Work by Dr. S. Shakthi.

“Work from home” and the challenge of preventing workplace sexual harassment 

Emergencies: A Time to Fix Systemic Problems by Sheelu Francis. 

“Including the Excluded” Must Be Mantra of Post-COVID Rehabilitation by Dr. Fatima

Burnad.

For those who give ASHA, there is little in return, by Nandhini Shanmugham.

Contributions spanned across diverse topics and can be accessed here: 

      by Dr. Vibhuti Patel.

      by Dr Asha Hans.  

      by Dr. Anagha Sarpotdar. 

Aftermath

POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

In 2020, as India was responding to the COVID-19 pandemic with chaos and a nation-wide

lockdown, Prajnya invited scholars and practitioners to reflect on the post-pandemic

challenges and opportunities for women’s rights and gender equality. The result was Aftermath

- a rich collection of blog posts that offered insights into various struggles and challenges

faced by marginalised communities. 

https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3055
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3047
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3118
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3080
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3115
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3115
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3084
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3084
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3089
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3122
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3093
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3097
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3074
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3074
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3106
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3106
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/2020/06/22/aftermath-emergencies/
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/?p=3068
https://keepingcount.wordpress.com/2020/06/22/aftermath-asha/


The panel discussion

can be viewed here.

The panel discussion

can be viewed here.

Beijing at 25

POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action is the most

progressive blueprint ever for advancing women's rights. As a

defining framework for change, the Platform for Action made

comprehensive commitments under 12 critical areas of

concern. To commemorate 25 years of the Beijing Platform,

Prajnya organised a series of events. 

We invited participants who attended the Fourth World Conference

on Women held in Beijing in 1995 for a freewheeling conversation and

sharing of experiences.  Panelists included Bimla Chandrashekhar,

EKTA; Sheelu Francis from Tamil Nadu Women's Collective; Manohari

Doss, Tamil Nadu Labour Union and Geetha Narayanan, a Gender

and Development consultant. View the conversation here.

From the Prajnya Archives, we handpicked selections showcasing

women's engagement with the 12 critical areas of concern in the

Beijing Platform for Action.

Participants were encouraged to depict the current status of their

chosen issue and map a series of actions that would lead to the goal

they seek to achieve. 

A bi-lingual (English and Tamil) essay on themes such as COVID-19

impact on gender equality; the structural roots of women’s poverty;

democratic politics is gender-inclusive politics; gender equality and

climate crisis mitigation and gender-based violence and social

inequality.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9P0tm8WCmk&list=PLShNAJJxu73WKQVemmAKUy0oYAemyxB38&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQtxrSi0AEE&list=PLShNAJJxu73WKQVemmAKUy0oYAemyxB38&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bW0oJ5Oh7p4&list=PLShNAJJxu73WKQVemmAKUy0oYAemyxB38&index=1


Gender and the Changing Nature of Work: a webinar series

POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and Prajnya collaborated on a webinar series that saw academics and

practitioners share insights on precarity in employment; care work and the ‘hidden’ labour of

women; the gender-work-migration nexus; and masculinities and gender politics in times of

economic distress.

A 3-part webinar series in collaboration with the Equal Community Foundation saw panellists

discuss ‘Why should we work with men and boys?’ ‘How can we work with them?’ and ‘Why

should such work be supported?’

Transforming Gender Norms

NEW 
LOGOS

PSW 
& 

GRIT 
NOW HAVE...



Lockdown Experiences

Gender Violence Research &

Information Taskforce

POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

In June 2020 we undertook a survey to gain a clear picture

of the gender differences in the ways that women and men

in Tamil Nadu were experiencing the COVID19 lockdown.

From the outset, it was clear that the lockdown had

increased women’s vulnerabilities in different ways—from

the violence everyone was paying attention to, to the

impact of the loss of informal livelihoods and domestic

work, to health outcomes. Men too seemed to affected in

particular ways; for instance, most of the workers seeking to

go home, were men. 

This survey focused on lockdown life at home, on working

from home and on marital relationships. We formulated two

different questionnaires, each available in English and

Tamil and posted them online. You can read the report

here. 

R.Rajaram GRIT Research Fellowship

The R. Rajaram GRIT Research

Fellowship is an opportunity for

young scholars to undertake a

short original research project

on sexual and gender-based

violence for one year. 

This year’s Rajaram research

fellowship paper by Suchaita

Tenneti was on ‘Curative

Violence Against LGBT+People

in India.’ 

The paper can be read here.

https://www.prajnya.in/storage/app/media/lockdownsurvey2020.pdf
https://www.prajnya.in/storage/app/media/rrgritpaper1.pdf


Prajnya 16 Days Campaign against Gender Violence 

POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 Prajnya 16 Days Campaign against Gender Violence

was an all-digital effort. That did not diminish our creativity or outreach. We continued to pilot

innovative formats, new partnerships and audiences and new platforms. Read the full report

here.

Campaign Highlights

Spotlight on Gender Violence and Militarisation: Taking note of how much content is now

circulated and consumed on WhatsApp, we developed a series of six (very) short video

presentations that can be easily shared. You can view them here.

This year, we piloted "Labyrinth," a policy design simulation game that was designed for

Prajnya by Hemant Shivakumar of Round One. The ten participants in the game had to find a

solution for a city's rising gender violence problem. The positive feedback from participants was

encouraging and we hope to introduce this to a wider group. 

https://www.prajnya.in/storage/app/media/16D20Report.pdf
https://cutt.ly/16d20gvmlist


POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

Inclusive Equality: a workshop

Project Raise of the Equal Community Foundation conducted a workshop in which they

shared insights from their work and offered strategies for including men and boys in the journey

towards gender equality and a violence-free world.

Project Raise and Prajnya also

collaborated on a social media campaign,

#WhyWait, where Project Raise partners

shared what they did to promote gender

equality, and Prajnya posted a series of

graphics urging people not to wait for a

special event or law before taking the

initiative to promote gender equality.

Shanta Memorial Rehabilitation Centre (SMRC) and Prajnya collaborated to produce a

small booklet on SGBV against Women with Disabilities in India. Access the resource here. 

SMRC and Prajnya also collaborated to organise and record a panel discussion on “The

Pandemic and Violence against Women with Disabilities: Communities and Inclusion.” Dr. Renu

Adlakha and Nidhi Goyal were in conversation with Dr. Nandini Ghosh.

Four Good Words

With K. Srilata’s guidance and

support, we were fortunate that

nineteen poets contributed

videos reading their poetry on

themes related to core values of

the Indian Constitution Preamble

- Four Good Words - justice,

equality, liberty and fraternity.

The playlist can be accessed

here.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLShNAJJxu73VQYc0ZeWBbmoJzKkhkmuZl


POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE

Gender Violence in India 2020

Prajnya’s Gender Violence in India Report has been taking stock of the state of gender violence

in India since 2009. This year, the Gender Violence Report was updated and prepared by

Kausumi Saha, with a special section by Semmalar Selvi.

2020 was in many ways a landmark year because it witnessed, and continues to witness one of

the deadliest pandemics in living memory. Women and other marginalised identities were

disproportionately affected by COVID-19, as they were at much higher risk of infection, loss of

livelihood, and gender-based violence in and outside the home. As situations changed, so did

the forms of violence. For example, increased migration of labourers led to higher instances of

trafficking of persons, and as classrooms and workspaces shifted online, cases of cyber

violence escalated. The pandemic has had a profound impact on our economic, social, and

political lives. 

The problems of gender violence during these times were both amplified and in many ways,

unique. This report captured these issues and serve as an important resource in the road to

tackling gender-based violence. 

The report can be read here.

https://www.prajnya.in/storage/app/media/gvr2020.pdf


In June 2020, young performance artists from India and North America invited Dr. Swarna

Rajagopalan to conduct a series of training sessions on workplace sexual harassment, the

Indian and US legal contexts and innovating responses. Some participants were part of the

founding cohort of Saha, an Indian collective. Others founded CareSpaces, which offers

awareness programmes, peer support and a resource database to artists experience

gender discrimination or workplace sexual harassment. Prajnya has partnered with both to

organise talks and other awareness programmes since then. 

In January 2021, we conducted a gender sensitisation programme for the entire team of

the Nalandaway Trust. 

The Tamil Nadu Labour Rights Federation (TLRF) invited us to do a training on the

functioning of Local Committees (to address workplace sexual harassment. The training

was conducted along with the Gramavaani Team.  We undertook a follow-up on survey

regarding public awareness about Law and LC in four districts - Madurai, Dindigul,

Virudhunagar, Tirupur and Erode was done through IVR (Interactive Voice Response).

We also continued our annual engagement to conduct gender sensitisation sessions for

students at the Vaishnav Initiative for Excellence from Dwaraka Doss Govardhan Doss

Vaishnav College. In addition, Dr. Swarna Rajagopalan, was invited to speak on ‘Creating

Spaces: a Talk on Workplace Ethics’ to their Human Resource Management students. 

GRIT PROCESSES: Trainings and Outreach

This year, our trainings on Gender Equality & Prevention and Redressal of Workplace Sexual

Harassment reached beyond the usual corporate and collegiate settings. 

POLITICS, SECURITY & WOMEN INITIATIVE



WHEN DAWN BREAKS, an online initiative to re-imagine and create a new post pandemic

world. As difficult a moment it was, with people spending time either in lockdown, quarantine

or isolation, we thought that this would also be a wonderful time to imagine what a perfect

world would mean to each of us.

EDUCATION FOR PEACE



FRIENDSHIP FORTNIGHT 

In August 2020, we celebrated the Friendship fortnight by inviting pieces celebrating

friendship. Entries were posted in our Peace blog throughout the month. 

EDUCATION FOR PEACE

Sexism and Militarism

UNSCR 1325: The Journey

People's Plans for Action

Peace Education: Evolution of a Field

Teaching Peace

Gender and Peace Education

“In Conversation with Betty Reardon” was a project of Sansristi, the Global Campaign for

Peace Education and Prajnya.  In the short Q/A sessions, Betty Reardon shares her ideas

about sexism, peace and peace education and her experience as a peace activist and

educator.

Betty A. Reardon is a world-renowned leader in the fields of peace education and human

rights. The following sessions were held: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sansristi and Prajnya organised a five-day lecture

series on 'Peace and Gender' from September 28 to

October 2, 2020. 

These were meant to introduce new audience to a

feminist perspective on peace and security and to

the use of a gender lens to think about these issues.

Following its success, a second online edition was

organised in February 2021.

The second edition focussed on students,

mediapersons and other citizens to introduce

fundamental concepts and issues relating to gender,

peace and security.

https://prajnyaforpeace.wordpress.com/category/friendship-fortnight/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwOdcr8FnaM&list=PLLo1zdUkwXKCHg89uDl5WBSs9FcIR9VLV&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwG9dJYNMAs&list=PLLo1zdUkwXKCHg89uDl5WBSs9FcIR9VLV&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mACTrUNCp30&list=PLLo1zdUkwXKCHg89uDl5WBSs9FcIR9VLV&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYsJWU2ee7g&list=PLLo1zdUkwXKCHg89uDl5WBSs9FcIR9VLV&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwUsh34LmHw&list=PLLo1zdUkwXKCHg89uDl5WBSs9FcIR9VLV&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QPUVGAGL5jg&list=PLLo1zdUkwXKCHg89uDl5WBSs9FcIR9VLV&index=6


KURAL 2020  

Chennai-based AuxoHub and NGO Yein Udaan co-hosted Kural 2020, a two-day conference,

featuring success stories and hurdles specific to Tamil Nadu’s social sector, focusing on gender,

disability and vulnerable population among others. 

One of the sessions, ‘The voice of advocacy’ was facilitated by Prajnya. Our panellists

included Kamatchi Sundaramurthy from Social Watch Tamil Nadu, Jesu Rathinam from SNEHA

and Iswarya V from Calling out Stalking. The session was facilitated by Prajnya volunteer Meera

Rajagopalan. 

REACH (Resource Group for Education and Advocacy for Community Health)

Dr. Swarna Rajagopalan gave a talk on Sexual and Gender Based violence: A public health

challenge. 

Darbar Festival 2020 

Dr. Swarna Rajagopalan participated in a  panel discussion with senior musicians, promoters

and activists was organised to explore how to progress with the #MeToo movement. 

Other panellists included artist Shubha Mudgal, vocalist TM Krishna and musician Sangeeta

Sivakumar. 

The LIVESTREAM was part of the Darbar Festival, held in December 2020, and can be viewed

here.

Siva Sivani Institute of Management

Dr. Swarna Rajagopalan was invited to speak at a webinar organised by Hyderabad-based

Siva Sivani Institute of Management in January 2021.

PRAJNYA WENT PLACES!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjWnRV3FntI
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Contact Us:

The Prajnya Trust

Ground Floor, Sree Ramalaya Apartments,

8th Street, Subbarayan Nagar,

Kodambakkam, Chennai: 600024

Follow our work: 

www.prajnya.in

@PRAJNYA ON TWITTER 

@PRAJNYATRUST 

ON FACEBOOK & INSTAGRAM


